Levitation Lesson Plan
Course: Wizardry 101 – Spell Casting

Date: March 14, 2012

Description: Learn the spell for levitation.

Instructor: Wizard Master Jenny Thomson

Bridge-In: Recall the “Cauldron of Lesson’s” spell to retrieve today’s lesson by
casting the spell to the cauldron of lessons. Together the Group will say the

Time: 3 Minutes

phrase and wave magic wands.

Learning Objectives: 1.Recall and demonstrate the Cauldron of Lesson’s spell while

Bloom’s

and execute the Levitation (Today’s) Spell. 4. Recite and memorize the Levitation (Today’s)

A1, P4

emphasizing Wizardry Spirit. 2. Acknowledge sensitivities regarding certain spells. 3. Learn
Spell.

Pre-assessment: Once Levitation Spell has been

revealed, question if they have ever done or heard
of this spell?

C1,C3,

Materials: Spell Books, Magic Wands, Sorcerers
Hat, Sturdy Chair.

Participatory Learning:

1. Do the Cauldron of Lesson’s Plan – reaffirm the Spirit of Wizardry.
2. Acknowledge sensitivities regarding certain spells.

3. Present Smart Board presentation while doing a dry run/walk through of the spell.
4. Perform the spell as many times as time permits.
5. Have students write spell in their spell books.

6. Return Wizard gear and have students recite new spell before leaving.
Summary/Closure: Ask Students to write their new spell into their spell books. Tell students that next
class will be levitation of inanimate objects so they should bring their favorite thing to class to lift.

Post-assessment: 1. As students return their spell books and wands to the basket, (which teacher will be
holding at the door) tell them they must repeat the spell in order to go home.

Time

10 Minutes

Instructor Activities

Learner Activities

-Hand out wand and books.

-As a group, use the

using the Smart Board.

-Recite the new spell, and

-Teach steps to the new spell
-Encourage the spirit and
confidence needed to cast
spells.

Cauldron Lesson Spell.

perform as a group, the new
spell.

-Write in spell book the
new spell.

Lesson Resource

Smart Board presentation.

